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1 Objective of Guideline
Objective of Guideline
 Enable comparison of different heliostats on an 
objective, scientific, but practical level
 Homogenize content of test certificates of different 
qualification centers
 Facilitate bankability of heliostats
 The guideline for heliostat performance testing
contains an internationally reviewed, concisely defined 
parameter list to describe heliostats and their 
performance. Additionally, it suggests measurement 
techniques to derive the parameters.
Target Group: Industry, Research/Qualification Centers
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Status: 28.09.18
- Version v0.992
- Includes feedback from experts from 
CIEMAT, CENER, CSP Services, DLR, 
CNRS-PROMES, CSIRO, Fraunhofer
ISE, KAM, SANDIA, and SBP 
2 Status of Guideline
Created :
- Template with parameters for
qualification centers/service companies 
- Example sheet
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3 Overview of Guideline
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The essential parameters (class-1) are mandatory to describe heliostat 
performance according to this guideline. In general, all these parameters must be 
given for comprehensive description of the heliostat performance..
Additional descriptive parameters (class-2) as part of an extended list deliver 
additional, but not essential information. They may be additionally given.
Beam shape parameters (class-3) can be derived from class-1 parameters by 
raytracing, or are not easily measurable under defined conditions in industrial 
practice. Essential parameters should be preferred to define heliostat performance 
instead. However, beam shape parameters can be additionally used for their 
illustrative character.
3 Overview of Guideline (Sec. 4: Underlying
Philosophy)
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3 Overview of Guideline (Sec. 4: Underlying
Philosophy)
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3 Overview of Guideline (
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The good thing is that according the guideline, only the class-1 parameters 
(SD and Track ) have to be given to define the quality of the heliostat. 
The other parameters (BQ, Point, HQ, TotBeamDisp, TotHelioDisp) are class-3 
parameters and are not essential.
3 Overview of Guideline (
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4 Updates: Performance Parameter List
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Tracking Accuracy around axes
Calculate
(class-1 param.)
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Slope Deviation SD (1)
4 Updates: Performance Parameter List
How significant are the statistical values ?
SDx,mat SDy,matRMS, MEAN,STD 
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SDx: RMS:1.76  MEAN:0.19  STD:1.76 (100%)
SDx
* : RMS:1.10  MEAN:0.00  STD:1.11  (98%)
SDx




SDx: RMS:1.76  MEAN:0.19  STD:1.76 (100%)
SDx
* : RMS:1.76  MEAN:0.19  STD:1.76 (100%)
SDx
HighFractionRMS:   - MEAN   - STD:- (0%)
Misaligned mirror facet
4 Updates: Performance Parameter List
How significant are the statistical values ?
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4 Updates: Performance Parameter List
How significant are the statistical values ?
SDx
HighFraction: RMS, MEAN and STD for region of measured surface values 
higher than 3x SDx,RMS.
In parentheses give the share of region of measured surface values higher 
than 3x SDx,RMS with respect to whole measured region
Use ROBUST least squares optimization for the orientation of measured 
data to the nominal geometry
Slope Deviation SD (3)
SDx: RMS, MEAN and STD for whole measured surface (=100%)
SDx
*: RMS, MEAN and STD for region of measured surface values 
lower than 3x SDx,RMS.
In parentheses give the share of region of measured surface values lower than
3x SDx,RMS with respect to whole measured region
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4 Updates: Performance Parameter List
Equation for Slope Deviation




for practical reasons: 
linear gradient
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4 Updates: Measurement Descriptions
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4 Updates: Measurement Descriptions
Several descriptions to derive performance parameters were revised 
and more details added:
e.g. tracking measurements, 
e.g. measure emergency defocus times, etc.
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4 Updates: Reporting
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4 Updates: Reporting, page 1
NEW
- Template with parameters for
qualification centers/service companies 
- Example sheet, TOTAL: 59 parameters
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4 Updates: Reporting, page 2
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4 Updates: Reporting, page 3
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Further information appended in:
- Data format (in case of matrices, 
e.g.)
- Graphical form ( in case of 
matrices, vectors, e.g.)






- Main test report in tabular form 
with links to appended data, 
measurement report pdfs, graphs
4 Updates: Reporting, Detailed reports
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4 Updates: Appendix A
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4 Updates: new Appendix A
How to Use Concentrator Optics Parameters in
Raytracing Software
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4 Updates: new Appendix A
How to Use Concentrator Optics Parameters in
Raytracing Software
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The actual working version of the guideline 
can be ordered per email from 
marc.roeger@dlr.de
THANK YOU for your attention
THANKS to all contributing persons
Marc Röger, marc.roeger@dlr.de 
DLR, Qualification, Systems
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